
UNASSUMING CUE BIDS 

Bridge is full of imaginative labels attached to different bids and plays, and one that I 

particularly like (by reason of its wit, as well as its usefulness) is the unassuming cue 

bid (or UCB). It is 'unassuming' because it is introduced at a comparatively low level in 

the auction. It is another of those bids - so important in bridge - that convey a specific 

message and thereby frees up other bids to show other hand types. If every bridge bid 

meant exactly what it said on its face you would not have nearly enough bids with 

which to convery the enormous range of possible hand types. 

The UCB comes to the rescue in two specific scenarios,  freeing up natural bids to show 

other, more tightly defined hand types. The two scenarios are: a) when partner has 

opened and your right hand oponent has overcalled; and b) when your left hand has 

opened and it is your partner who has overcalled. In both scenarios the UCB shows 

support for partner's suit, and a hand that is at least good enough for game to be a 

possibility. It frees up natural raises of partner's suit (including jump raises) to describe 

weaker hands - so UCBs are constructive, whilst direct raises are pre-emptive. 

The UCB asks partner to describe her hand further. She may rebid her suit at the 

minimum level; make a jumb bid; show a second suit; or even bid some level of no 

trumps. In any case you will be better informed. 

Let's have some examples. 

Example 1. Partner opens 1H, and your right hand opponent overcalls 1S. You hold 

a) Kx / Axx/ Kxx / xxxxx          2S (UCB) - asking partner to describe her hand 

further 

b) x / Qxxx / Axxxxx / Kx         2S (UCB) - same  

c) Kx / Qxx / xxx / Jxxxx         2H - enough; no game aspirations unless partner has 

a huge hand 

 

d) Kx / Qxxxx / x /Qxxxx         4H - not likely to make, but should be good value 

and obstruct the opponents 

e) KJx / x / Kxxx / Kxxxx          X (take-out) - prepared to compete, but denying 

hearts support 



f) KJxxx / x / Kxx / xxxx          PASS - where do you think you're going if you bid? 

They may be headed for trouble. 

Example 2. Your left hand opponent opens 1D, and your partner overcalls 1H 

a) AK / Qxx / Axxxx / xxx                       2D (UCB) - nice hand with support for 

partner; please tell me more 

b) Axx / Axx / xxxxx / xx                        2D (UCB) - minimum, but just about worth 

it 

c) AQx / Jxx / Jxxx / xxx                        2H - same number of points as in hand b), 

but all in the wrong place 

d) xx / KJxx / Jxx / xxxx                         3H - pre-emptive 

e) xx / KJxxxx / Jxx / xx                         4H - go for it 

f) AQ / xx / Jxxx / Axxxx                        1NT - range opposite partner's overcall is 8-

11 

g) AQxx / x / Jxxx / xxxx                        PASS  - nothing to say for now 

So many different hands - requiring so many different bids. Without the UCB in your 

armoury you have no hope of describing them all. 
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